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Words in bold are explained at the end 
 
 Scene 7 - Ambush 
NARRATOR: Well if you remember we left Franky Banky’s cat Tigger in a sewer, 

chasing Rats 1 to 30. Haven’t you caught them yet, Tigger?  

TIGGER: [Close] Mo… I don’t know where they ment. Meow… mewhen I get 

them… me-y master will definitely mecome M’Lord Meyor of 

Melondon…. 

RAT 1: [singing] Rat-a-tat-tat! Rat-a-tat-tat! 

RAT 2: [off] Sssh, don’t make so much noise, that awful cat Tigger might 

hear us… 

RAT 1: No, don’t worry about him, Rat 2, he’ll never find us here. He’s far 

too stupid! 

RAT 2: Yeah, I guess you’re right rat 1. He IS pretty dumb. I mean, have you 

heard his English accent? Me-I meame’s Tigger, me-I’m really stupid. 

Meow…. 

RAT 1: Ha ha ha ha, that’s really very good Rat 2. 

RAT 2: Yeah, I’ve always been a pretty good copycat… 

TIGGER: [to himself] Mereally dumb heh? Mell, me’ll just mee about me-at… 

ok, claws out… pouncing position… serious expression…. get ready 

to die, rats….  Well me-at’s an interesting sound…  sort of 

mechanical…. [thoughtful] meow…. Funny how it’s getting louder… 

Meow! What bright lights! 

  

 [PAUSE] 

  

RAT 2: RAT 2 to RAT 1… RAT 2 to RAT 1, come in, over.  

RAT 1: Yes Rat 2, I’m hearing you loud and clear.  

RAT 2: The cat is flat, repeat: The cat is flat. Over. 

RAT 1: Good work Rat 2! Now let’s rescue Apple.  

RAT 2: Roger that. 
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 [PAUSE] 

  

COMM 1: I say, what IS THAT thing?  

COMM 2: I say, Ugh! 

COMM 3: I think it’s a pizza. 

COMM 4: No, it’s some sort of furry… Frisbee. 

TIGGER: [very weak] Meow…  

TANOY: MIND THE CAT… MIND THE CAT… 

 
 
Vocabulary 
 
a copycat – ‘I’ve always been a pretty good copycat…’ 
this is an informal, negative word for someone who copies someone else’s work or 
style. It is being used in a humorous way here, since Tigger is imitating a cat. 
 
come in … over … Roger that 
these are traditional ways of talking on walkie-talkies or radios. Come in means speak 
now; over means I’ve finished talking and Roger means I understand.  


